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1.A client wants to differentiate their monobrand stores with a special icon when shown in the store
locator. The information is saved in a true/false custom attribute for each Store object in Merchant tools.
How should the developer follow SFRA best practices to expose this data for rendering?
A. Extend the existing Stores_Find controller with a new middleware function that performs the query
B. Pass the Store system object to the template, so that custom propierties are available
C. Ad dan <isscript> to the template, and call StoreMgr.searchStoresByCoordinates();
D. Use the module.superModule functionality and the call method to add a new property to the Store
Model.
Answer: D
2.A developer is given a task to implement a new Page Designer layout component that doesn’t accept
certain asset components.
How should the developer achieve the above task?
A. Add component_type_inclusion in the layout json configuration
B. Add component_type_Exclusions in the layout json configuration
C. Add layout_type_inclusion in the target components json configurations.
D. Add layout_type_exclusion in the other asset components json configuration.
Answer: A
3.Universal Containers created a site export file from staging in the global export directory.
How should the Digital Developer update their sandbox using this staging site export file?
A. Perform a data replication from staging.
B. Use the Site Development > Site Import & Export Business Manager module.
C. Download the site export file and use UX Studio to transfer the data to the sandbox.
D. Use the Site Development > Import & Export Business Manager module.
Answer: B
4.A job executes a pipeline that makes calls to an external system.
Which two actions prevent performance issues in this situation? (Choose two.)
A. Use synchronous import or export jobs
B. Configure a timeout for the script pipelet.
C. Disable multi-threading.
D. Use asynchronous import or export jobs.
Answer: B,C
5.A Digital Developer has a new requirement to disable the "Discover" credit card type for all checkouts.
What does the Developer need to change in Business Manager to fulfill this requirement?
A. Checkout exclusion rules in the Merchant Tools > Site Preferences > Checkout Preferences module.
B. Credit card exclusion rules in the Merchant Tools > Site Preferences > Payment Preferences module.
C. Credit cards in the Merchant Tools > Ordering > Payment Methods module.
D. Credit card exclusion rules in the CreditCardType.json configuration file.
Answer: C
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